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ABOUT

The Purple crypto Network project is developed to power decentralised finance
[ DEFI ] . We aim to become the Number one crypto platform for financial
investment and guaranteed returns.

The Purple Crypto Network is founded by Dave [ Blockchain Developer ] and
Justin [ Financial Expert ] The both founder are very passionate about
cryptocurrency and global monetary system.

The project objective is to develop and introduce an outstanding cross-chain
Defi application that will compete with the likes of Uniswap and Pancakeswap.
We are developing an all inclusive platform. And all in one application for Defi.

Our first flagship product is Purple.cx, an Investment platform powered by a
secured  and verified smart contract on the Binance Smart Chain. [ BSC ]. The
contract is funded by the project investment and with our external crypto trading
activities.

PURPLE CRYPTO
NETWORK



Purple.cx
PROJECT

Purple.cx launched on the 5th of September, 2023. It is the first flagship product
of the Purple Crypto Network. The platform enables BNB token holders to earn
dividends on their staked BNB token. The initial supply of PNCX token will be
distributed to investors of the Purple.cx project. 

The project pays dividends between the range of 0.71% to 2.5% daily to
investors on the platform depending on their chosen plan. The smart contract is
developed to ensure automated smooth and secure operations of the platform.

Investors can deposit funds anytime and also withdraw their dividends anytime
and instantly. The currency for investment on the platform is BNB on the
Binance Smart Chain.



There are 7 plans on Purple.cx and each of these plans varies in daily returns.
The most rewarding plan is the PURPLE plan and term is 49 days.  Investing in
the the purple plan also rewards the investors with same ratio of PNCX tokens. 

You can invest multiple times and in different plans all at once. There are no
max amount needed to invest, but minimum required is 0.10 BNB.

Plan Term Daily ROI

Savers 7 days 0.71%

Executive 14 days 1.06%

Bronze 21 days 1.14%

Silver 28 days 1.2%

Gold 35 days 1.24%

Platinum 42 days 1.62%

Purple 49 days 2.5%

Investing

PLANS



Operations

We are big on decentralisation. We believe decentralised finance will become
the bedrock of financial transactions and foster the global monetary chain
network. The ecosystem keeps growing  and this is the reason we chose to
power Purple.cx project with the safety, reliability and security of an EVM smart
contract.

A smart contract is a self-executing program that automates the actions
required in an agreement or contract. Once completed, the transactions are
trackable and irreversible.

Once the smart contract is deployed, changes are impossible. our smart
contract is Audited and verified safe to transact. Purple.cx has no access to
investors funds. All funds are stored in the blockchain and all transactions can
be verified publicly. 

Fees derived from the project are invested into crypto trading by our experts
and profits are re-invested into the project vault. Purple.cx will be integrated
into Purple Defi Yield platform [ PNCX ] which is set to launch In November
2023

Project Mechanism



Investing

Deposit Funds
There are no registration required to getting started on Purple.cx. Your
investments are kept private. Just download Metamask wallet on your browser
or mobile phone. Make sure you are connected to the BSC Chain network.
Please visit link on how to connect metamask to Bsc Newtwork.

Then click on the CONNECT  button or wallet icon on mobile              and this will
open your metamask wallet for approval. You must select a plan to invest in. We
have 7 plans and each of this plan has different daily ROI. 

https://academy.binance.com/en/articles/connecting-metamask-to-binance-smart-chain


Cashing Out

Withdraw Dividends
The smart contract makes every process automated. You can cash out your
dividends anytime and instantly to your crypto wallet. The process is easy and
seamless. 

You invested BNB tokens, so you get paid out also in BNB tokens. There is also
an option to reinvest your dividends. Reinvesting automatically creates a new
purple plan investment for you and also reward you with a 10% bonus for
reinvesting your dividends. e.g if you reinvest 2 BNB tokens, your new
investment will be 2.2 BNB tokens.



Affiliate Programme

invite Friends
When you share your referral links and others signup via your link, you receive a
percentage reward of their deposits. We have a 3-level tier referral commission:
5% - 2.5% - 0.5% 

The programme was designed to encourage growth of the platform. You can
find your affiliate link on the dashboard screen, copy and began to spread the
word.

Note: You need to have at least one deposit to activate your affiliate
programme.



Purple Defi

PNCX TOKEN
The PNCX Token will power The Purple Yield platform coming up in November
2023. Purple Defi is a decentralised suite of products design for crypto investors
and Dapps to earn yield on their digital assets. It will be cross-chained
compatible and run across different blockchain networks.

The initial supply of PNCX will be distributed to Purple.cx investors. When you
invest in the PURPLE Plan, you automatically gets 1:1 ratio the amount of token
invested.

Every eligible investor will be able to claim their PNCX tokens at mid November
2023. There will be no presale or private sales for these tokens. The token will
be listed first on Pancakeswap and Binance Exchange.

 



Contact us

GET IN TOUCH

We are open to partnerships and private investments. Please reach us by email
or join our growing online community.

partners@purple.cx

@purple_cx

@purple_pncx

www.purple.cx

Smart Contract Link

Audited By The Stamp

https://t.me/purple_cx
https://twitter.com/purple_pncx
http://purple.cx/
https://bscscan.com/address/0x972a732952dcf09edf4c3d67fe1ba692d75a9015#code
https://the-stamp.com/2023/09/purple/

